SI(F)FLE INFORMATION
August 26th to September 6th, 2019

Do you want to improve your French? Do you want to get a head start? Choose the UBM French Intensive Course!

The UBM French Intensive Course - SI(F)FLE - is a great opportunity for incoming students to improve their French level and to prepare them for their academic courses.

In small groups, students participate in different activities in order to improve their listening, speaking, reading and writing.

This is a great opportunity to meet other students sharing your experience. Social activities are also scheduled.

On the other hand, during these two weeks, you will have plenty of time to adapt to your new environment.

Fees:
- Waived

Time-table
- Five hours a day
- No courses on the weekend
Please fill out and send this form to: studentmobility@u-bordeaux-montaigne.fr

1. Candidate

SURNAME: ................................................
FIRST NAME: ...........................................
GENDER: ............................................... 
EMAIL: ................................................

2. Declaration of Consent

I certify that the information given in this form are correct and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

With this application, I agree to attend and participate in all course sessions provided by Bordeaux Montaigne University.

Date: ...../..../........ Signature (mandatory):